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1. Bangkok Green Growth Case 
Study

2. How to enabling cities to go 
green?-- -- the role of the 
UNFCCC
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Outline



• Governance matters  
– urgent need for multilevel governance to 

empower and support sub-national action
• COP21 – UNFCCC could play a role 

– using its power to influence collective action 
at the nation-state level

• Tools need to be sharpened and used
– standardised GHG inventories 
– capacity for science policy assessment
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Key messages
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BMR: where it locates

Source: OECD Secretariat

Source: Marome, W. (2012), “Bangkok: Data on Coastal 
Cities, Needs, Opportunities and Challenges”, Presentation 
made at Academia Sinica, Taipei.



• Strong long-term growth potential, but 
also challenges
– Catch-up held back by skill shortages
– Income disparities undermine social cohesion

• Obstacles to greener growth need to be 
overcome
– Increasing motorisation/urban sprawl
– Rising energy consumption/reliance on fossil fuels
– High flood risk
– Relatively high levels of untreated wastewater
– Landfilled solid waste
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Green Growth in BMR: Potential and 
challenges

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
As a dynamic emerging market economy, Thailand has recorded strong growth over recent decades and is expected to continue to do so, but this growth has come at an environmental cost. The challenge is therefore to improve environmental outcomes while supporting continued growth in output and living standards. BMR: a dominant metro areaBMR is officially home to 10.5 million registered inhabitants, equivalent to 15.7% of the national population in 2013. However, the real population was estimated at 14.5 million in BMR (including non-registered population) (i.e. just over 20% of national population) in 2010Gross regional product of BMR in 2012 accounted for 44.2% of the national GDP, (30.2% for the City of Bangkok alone). GRP per capita for the BMR was almost twice the national GDP per capitaServices and manufacturing are the 2 dominant sectors in BMRLong-term growth challengesLack of qualified labour force (labour force with tertiary education was only of 17.1% in 2012)High income inequalities (increase of Gini coefficient in the City of Bangkok between 2000 and 2009, to reach 0.46)More than 2 million people living in slums in 2012 in the City of BangkokGreening challengesIncreasing motorisation / urban sprawl,  leading to air pollution and Co2 emissionsReliance on fossil fuels for energy production / rise in energy consumptionHigh risk of floodsUntreated wastewater – non revenue waterHigh solid waste generation and heavy reliance on sanitary landfills



Key recommendations:

• Encourage 
development along 
mass transit lines

• Introduce area 
development plans 
for mass transit stations

• Promote greater reliance 
on canal transport 
and bicycles
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Improving public transport through 
metropolitan land-use policies

Number of vehicles in Bangkok 
(in millions)
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
IssuesHigh growth in motorisation: the number of vehicles doubled between 2004 and 2013 to reach 8.22 million vehicles in the City of Bangkok alone. Private cars and motorcycles are the two dominant private transport modes.The transport sector is the main contributor to high concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 in Bangkok. In Thailand, the cost of PM10 and ozone emissions combined was estimated at around USD 27 billion in 2010, and resulted in 24,590 deathsThe speed of suburban expansion was fast compared with OECD metropolitan areas; during 1995-2007, the suburban belt of BMR experienced population growth at an annual average of 2.6%, against 0.2% in the City of Bangkok. Loss of agricultural land.Mismatch between transport networks and land use policies has resulted in leapfrog developmentKey recommendations:Encourage development along mass transit linesIntroduce area development plans for mass transit stationsPromote greater reliance on canal transport and bicycles



Manhattan, 
NYC
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Street layout facilitates congestion

Bangkok

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Bangkok is well served by freeways but lacks arterial (second-tier) roads and through streets: this generates far greater congestion and undermines potential to develop public transport such as buses.
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Fostering renewable energy use and 
energy efficiency in buildings

Key  recommendations:

• Continue to phase out 
fossil fuel subsidies 

• Encourage use of 
rooftop solar panels 
and waste-to-energy 
plants

• Encourage greater use of 
green labelling 

Electricity 
14.86, 35%

Transportation, 
21.18, 49%

Waste/ 
Wastewater 

1.13, 3%
Other 

sources 
5.58, 13%

GHG emissions (by sector) in 
Bangkok

Source: BMA (2008), The BMA Action 
Plan on Global Warming Mitigation 
2007 – 2012. 

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
IssuesHigh dependency on fossil fuels (accounted for 76% of  final energy consumption in 2013  in Thailand)Low reliance on renewable and alternative energy (accounted for 11% of  final energy consumption in 2013  in Thailand) in BMR despite notable potential in solar and waste-to-energy sectorsRising electricity consumption calls for further energy efficiency, especially in homes and buildingsRecommendationsThe Thai government should continue to remove fossil fuel subsidies and take steps instead to give a real price to carbon, to make renewable energy price competitive. Develop rooftop solar panels and waste-to-energy plantsGreen labelling could be used more effectively by combining it with regulations, procurement framework and incentives such as Floor Area Ratio (FAR) bonus, in order to reduce energy consumption in buildings. 
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Improving solid waste management
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Gestion des Déchets à Paris”, Paris, France; OECD (2013b), Green Growth in 
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Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (2014), Policy and Planning Division, 
Department of Environment,, Data directly collected from BMA 

Key recommendations:

• Accelerate domestic 
solid waste 
separation 

• Improve and make 
greater use of 
recycling

• Promote waste-to-
energy plants

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Issues High per capita solid waste generation (640kg per capita per year against 530kg in the OECD area)Limited recycling: only undertaken at the community level or directly undertaken by industries and only account for 1,610 tonnes/day (while 8,800 tonnes of garbage are landfilled every day)No incineration activities (but incineration plants are being built at the moment)Key recommendations:Accelerate domestic solid waste separation Improve and make greater use of recyclingPromote waste-to-energy plants



• Metropolitan commissions informed by 
BMR-wide performance indicators and 
supported by metropolitan funds

• Community-based actions to leverage 
local knowledge and expertise

• Attracting private investors (e.g. green 
municipal bonds) and diversifying 
sources of revenue (e.g. wastewater 
tariffs) 
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Strategic and implementation levers

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Public governance in the BMRDevelopment and sectoral plans are developed at the national and local levels, but are not always alignedThere are many sectoral and other plans with green elements but no coherent and overarching vision. The Thai government could promote green growth actions at the city level, by recognising cities’ role in fostering green growth Provinces in the BMR seldom cooperatesTherefore, metropolitan commissions in critical urban systems could be created to improve vertical and horizontal public governanceSuch commissions could be supported by BMR-wide Key Performance Indicators which are currently only developed separately in each province. A BMR Observatory could be set up to carry out this taskMetropolitan funds could also be created to support the action of these commissions and ensure implementation of their decisionsCommunity-based actions: District-level officers are key human resources that could be used by the BMA to reach out to local communitiesThe national and local governments should help TIPMSE (private consortium) and similar organisations replicate community-based actions such as waste separation and recycling in other districts of the City of Bangkok, and develop other innovative ideasFinance: BMA does not issue green bondsPricing mechanisms: wastewater fees, congestion charges?



ENABLING CITIES TO 
“GO GREEN”

-- WHAT ROLE FOR 
UNFCCC? 

Dr. Jan Corfee-Morlot
OECD



Source: Ang and Marchal, 2012 OECD “Engaging Private Sector in Sustainable Transport”   

ELEMENTS OF A POLICY FRAMEWORK 
Goal: Scale-up private investments in sustainable transport infrastructure, while 
ensuring the provision of social, economic and environmental public goals

Policy checklist  for action
1. Leadership, strategic goal 

setting and alignment for a 
green economy

• Long-term goal-setting

• Policy alignment and multilevel governance

• Stakeholder engagement

2. Strengthen markets and enabling 
policies to incentivise green 
infrastructure investment

• Sound investment policies

• Market-based instruments

• Standards

• Land use planning and zoning policies

3. Adopt financial regulations and 
instruments to finance green 
investment

• Risk-sharing business models (PPPs)

• Innovative financial tools (e.g. green bonds)

• Land value capture and other incentives

4. Human and administrative 
capacity for green development

• Human resources, capacity building including in private sector

• Administrative capacity, including compliance

• Monitoring and evaluation, risk assessment, climate 
information

5. Promote green business conduct 
and consumer engagement 

• “Soft”  policy instruments e.g. education, information

• Corporate reporting and goal-setting, consumer engagement

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Enabling policies to incentivise green investment: competitive, markets and incentives for green infrastructure investmentFinancial regulations and instruments to deliver financial liquidity and attract private sector participation



Interactions between Infrastructure Sectors in Virtuous Cycle of Low 
Carbon Growth in China
(adapted from Kennedy and Corfee-Morlot, 2012, 2013).



Interactions between Infrastructure Sectors in Virtuous Cycle of Low 
Carbon Growth in China
(adapted from Kennedy and Corfee-Morlot, 2012, 2013).



Interactions between Infrastructure Sectors in Virtuous Cycle of Low 
Carbon Growth in China
(adapted from Kennedy and Corfee-Morlot, 2012, 2013).



• National or meso-level institutions essential authority, 
e.g.
– Transportation and energy
– Water basin management and land use
– Access to capital markets, ability to tax and raise revenues

• Systemic changes in infrastructure outside of urban area
• Administrative boundaries vs need for metropolitan area-

wide action as well as national action
• Political mandates of leaders and stability
• Nation-states negotiate and commit internationally
• Need for “fit for purpose” :

– Institutions for multilevel governance
– Tools (standardised GHG inventories; science-policy 

processes) 
17

Why can’t cities do it alone?



Vertical governance
• National governments empower, enable and 

support cities to act
Horizontal governance
• Local governments or communities unite to co-

manage a single environment-development 
challenges in a single  metropolitan area

• Engagement of full range of stakeholders (private 
and public, small and large, expert and non-
expert) 

• Networks of local governments form share 
experience and learn from each other (e.g. 
Covenant of Mayors, C-40, ICLEI, etc)
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“Fit for purpose” institutions
-- multilevel governance 

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Vertical governanceNational governments empower, enable and support cities to actLegislative and regulatory: ensuring local governments and stakeholders are engaged to make relevant decisions (e.g. transport corridor and inter-urban linkages)  Financial: empowering city governments to issue bonds, establish and collect taxes on land useScientific:  provide support for up to date expert advisory services and science policy assessmentHorizontal governanceLocal governments unite to co-manage a single environment-development challenges in a single  metropolitan area Networks of local governments form share experience and learn from each other (e.g. Covenant of Mayors, C-40, ICLEI, etc)
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Global Protocol for Community 
Based GHG Inventories (GPC)

• Launched in Rio, December 2014
• Tested and piloted in more than 100 

cities worldwide
• Has not (yet) gained international or 

national government recognition
– An opportunity to support INDCs?

• Supports good data, robust 
measurement to better work with 
national government, private sector 



• Two-way communication between users 
and producers of knowledge

• Build in local knowledge
• Partnerships with local universities
• Stable funding and mandates (eg from 

national government)
• Horizontal linkages across metropolitan 

areas
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Science policy competence 
– what is needed?



• Putnam: two-level game in international 
governance 
– national politics shape international agreements and 

vice versa
>> How to make this 3-level and do we want to? 
• Could national governments commit through 

UNFCCC :
– to strengthen partnerships, recognise and empower 

local governments to “go green”?
– to recognise GPC and promote and integrate it as a 

tool across its city governments?

21

From two-step to three-step governance 
of climate change?

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Could national governments commit through UNFCCC :to strengthen partnerships, recognise and empower local governments?to recognise GPC and promote and integrate it as a tool across its city governments?to work with cities to design and implement local green growth strategies to achieve GHG reductions along side of other local benefits (e.g. improved air quality and health)



THANK YOU

Visit OECD Green Cities website: 
• www.oecd.org/greencities

On Bangkok case study, with special thanks to:

Bangkok Metropolitan Administration for leading the local 
team and for financial support

Japan (City of Yokohama) and US (Alliance for Regional 
Development) for their peer reviews

Germany (GIZ), Japan And Korea for their financial support
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